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User Research Plan for  
Foundational User Analysis 

As the Nielsen Online team begins to plan the rewrite of some of the key products within their application 
suite, we want to ensure that we build applications that are both useful to and usable by our users.  The 
best way to accomplish this is to conduct user research that will allow us to gather information that will 
help the Nielsen Online team better understand users and build products that users want to use. 

This document presents a plan for the Nielsen User Experience Team to assist the Nielsen Online team 
by planning and executing a remote user research and analyzing the resulting data.   

User research can provide insight into a number of facets of the user experience that are valuable inputs 
into product planning, conceptual design, and interface design.  Different techniques touch on different 
facets of the user experience.  These facets include: 

 Users – Who are the users or potential users of our systems?  What is their experience level 
within the industry and within this specific segment?  What is the level of their skill and knowledge 
of the industry?  What is their general level of skill or experience with computers? 

 Goals/Tasks/Workflow – What are our users trying to accomplish?  What is the overall goal of 
their function within their organization?  What tasks do they perform on a regular basis to fulfill 
these goals?  How often and how repetitively do they perform these tasks?  How complex are the 
tasks?  What is the flow of information within the user’s organization? 

 Context – Observing the user experience provides a context in which to consider these various 
facets of the user experience.  None of these facets exists in a vacuum, and studying the ways 
that they interact with one another provides a context which enriches our understanding of all 
facets. 

The ultimate deliverable for this user research project will be prioritized business requirements that reflect 
the key user goals, tasks, and workflow identified during the user research and subsequent data analysis.  
However, the data gathered will inform the remainder of the Nielsen Online application suite rewrite as we 
design, develop, and evaluate the resulting new user experience.   

History 

The Nielsen Online business division provides advertisers, publishers, advertising agencies, and Web 
developers (among others) with Internet media and market research solutions. 

Currently Nielsen Online is in the process of reorganizing and rewriting their disparate collection of 
individual applications into a suite that collects and organizes functions into logical groupings based on 
user goals and tasks.  This current project is focusing on the Audience Measurement facet of the Online 
Application Suite, including the existing NetView, Market Intelligence, and Video Census products. 

Objectives, measures, scope 

The objectives of this initial user research project are to: 

 Validate assumed end-user segmentation and users of the existing audience measurement 
products 

 Understand the goals, tasks, and overall workflow of identified user segments within the audience 
measurement space 

The following data will be collected during this initial user research project: 
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 Description of each user’s job and job goals at a high level, helping to validate our user 
segmentation 

 Questions users are trying to answer through the existing applications 

 Descriptions of regularly executed tasks that support the identified job goals and questions they 
are seeking to answer 

 Urgency and frequency of the identified tasks 

 Descriptions of other, more irregular tasks 

 Whether, and how, users socialize or share the information they gather 

 Remote observation of some of the identified tasks 

Questions: 

 Name 

 Describe Company 

 Job Title 

 Describe Job @ High Level – Job Goals 

 What tasks are you conducting on a daily basis to achieve these goals/What questions are you 
asking? 

 What’s the frequency/Urgency of these tasks 

 What tools do you use to complete these tasks? 

 What do you do with the information once you have it? – Information flow 

 How do you share/socialize the information that you gather? 

 Is there particular information you would like to be alerted about? 

 How would you describe the XXX NOL application? 

Method 

The method for this user research project will be remotely conducted interview and observation sessions 
conducted with identified user segment representatives.  Each session will begin with general interview 
questions and then proceed into observation of tasks.  Remote field studies rely more heavily on 
interviews and indirect observation and focus primarily on users and their tasks, although some 
secondary information about their environment and the context within which all of these facets meet may 
also be captured. 

Our remote user research sessions will be run using phone interviews and remote screen sharing 
technology, for no longer than 2 hours with breaks as needed. 

Users 

This user research project will target between 24 and 36 users, spread across the user base as described 
in this section.  Every attempt has been made to select a representative sample of the existing user base. 

This user research project will target 36 users split out representatively across the 3 products being 
targeted for this initial release: 
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Product Target # Users 

NetView 15 

Market Intelligence 17 

Video Census 4 

Each product’s spread of users will be split out by the countries that use each product most heavily and 
by the client segment that they represent.  Final splits by client segment will be determined by the results 
of our prescreening survey to make sure that we are splitting by client segment in a representative 
manner. 

NetView 

 

 

Market Intelligence 

Country Target # Users 

Australia Total 9 

Publishers  

Agencies  

Spain Total 4 

Publishers  

Agencies  

New Zealand Total 4 

Publishers  

Agencies  

 

VideoCensus 

Country Target # Users 

US Total 4 

Country Target # Users 

US Total 7 

Publishers  

Agencies  

Japan Total 4 

Publishers 2 

Agencies 2 

UK Total 4 

Publishers 2 

Agencies 2 
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Publishers 2 

Agencies 2 

 

When selecting the users from client segments, we will give preference to users: 

 of competing products 

 of multiple Nielsen products 

as well as a spread across the following attributes: 

 Experience level with Nielsen products 

 Frequency of use of Nielsen products 

 Length of use of Nielsen products 

Recruitment 

Potential participants will be selected from lists of existing users of the application and screened by the 
STS User Experience Team.  Users who pass the screening and match our target user profiles will be 
invited to participate and scheduled for an interview session. 

Prescreening Questions 

1. Name: 

2. Company: 

3. Email Address (work): 

4. Phone Number (with Country Code if outside US): 

5. Address Line 1 (work): 

6. Address Line 2 (work): 

7. City/Town (work): 

8. State/Province (work): 

9. Country (work): 

10. ZIP/Postal Code (work): 

 

11. Your Gender: 

Male 

Female 

 

12. Your Age: 

16-25 

26-35 

36-50 

50+ 
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13. How would you describe your experience level with computers? 

I am a novice user, I often struggle 

I am a proficient user, I can usually do what I need to but sometimes 
find it difficult 

 I am an advanced user, I figure out how to do things quickly and 
rarely struggle 

I am an expert user, I know exactly what I am doing and how to do it 

 

2. Your Job 

14. What type of company do you work for? 

Ad Agency (We manage advertising for other companies) 

Publisher (We provide advertising space online) 

Advertiser/Marketer (We buy advertising online) 

E-Commerce (We sell products online) 

Researcher (We research online advertising trends) 

Platform/Portal Technology (we provide a technology platform 
online) 

Other (please specify) 

 

15. How long have you worked for this type of company throughout 
your career? 

Less than 1 year 

1 year - 3 years 

3 years - 5 years 

More than 5 years 

 

16. What is your current job title/role? 

Media Planner/Buyer 

Account Manager 

Ad Designer 

Ad Sales 

Strategist 

New Business 

Brand Manager 

Researcher 

Other (please specify) 

 

17. How long have you worked in this role throughout your career? 

Less than 1 year 

1 year - 3 years 
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3 years - 5 years 

More than 5 years 

 

18. Which Nielsen products do you currently subscribe to (select all 
that apply)? 

 @Plan 

AdRelevance 

BuzzMetrics 

Homescan Online 

Market Intelligence 

MareketView Retail 

MarketView Search 

Mobile @Plan 

Mobile AdRelevance 

Mobile NetView 

NetEffect 

NetView 

SiteCensus 

SiteCensus Mobile 

VideoCensus 

Web R/F (Reach/Frequency) 

None 

Other (please specify) 

 

3. Nielsen Product Usage 

19. How would you describe your experience level with the Nielsen 
products you use? 

I am a novice user, I often struggle 

I am a proficient user, I can usually do what I need to but sometimes 
find it difficult 

I am an advanced user, I figure out how to do things quickly and rarely 
struggle 

I am an expert user, I know exactly what I am doing and how to do it 

 

20. On average, how often do you use the Nielsen products you 
selected above? 

Never 

1-5 Times a Month 

6-10 Times a Month 

11-20 Times a Month 

More than 20 Times a Month 
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21. In total, how long have you subscribed to the Nielsen products 
you selected above? 

Less than 6 months 

6 months - 1 year 

1 year - 3 years 

3 years - 5 years 

More than 5 years 

 

4. Comments 

22. Do you have any comments or questions about this survey? 
 

Responsibilities 

Nielsen Online Team 

 Provide overview of project 

 Provide overview of existing products 

 Provide list of users of existing products 

STS UX Team 

 Create research plan 

 Create screener 

 Create protocol 

 Conduct screening 

 Conduct interviews 

 Collate and analyze interview results 

 Create follow-up validation survey 

 Collate and analyze survey results 

 Present all results to Nielsen Online Team 


